‘Cayennetta’ is an excellent tasting mildly spicy pepper that is very easy to grow, even for novice gardeners. This 3 to 4-inch chili pepper yielded bigger fruits from a very well branched upright plant. It required no staking which would make it a perfect plant for container or patio gardens. Unique to this variety is that it has good cold tolerance as well as dense foliage cover to protect the fruits from sun scorch and it handled extreme heat very well. This pepper is an all-around good choice no matter where you’re gardening. Market growers will benefit from the heavy yield and prolific fruit set from each plant. Everyone will love the excellent pepper flavor that outshone all the comparison varieties. Bred by Floranova Ltd.

**AAS® Winner Data**

**Genus species:** Capsicum annuum  
**Common name:** Chili Pepper  
**Unique qualities:** Very compact habit with dense foliage  
**Fruit size:** Length 3 inches, Weight 0.18 oz  
**Fruit shape:** Tapered bayonette shape  
**Fruit color:** Green matures to glossy red  
**Plant type:** Compact bush habit, dark green dense foliage  
**Plant height:** 24 inches  
**Plant width:** 20 inches  
**Garden location:** Full sun  
**Garden spacing:** 2 feet apart  
**Length of time to harvest:** 69 days from transplant, 97 days from sowing  
**Closest comparisons on market:** ‘Andy F1,’ ‘Gusto Purple F1’ and ‘Apache F1’